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This is art by Georgia O'Keefe. 
This time she has used a few tints of one colour and used them to paint a
sunrise. It looks a bit like a rainbow,  but it doesn't have the colours of a

rainbow. She chose these colours because she liked them. It isn't an
abstract painting this time because we can tell what it is. She has uses a

technique called 'wet on wet' to make her colours blend. We will be
painting a sunrise, or a rainbow, using this watercolour technique.

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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Georgia O'Keefe
Rainbow Series  - Sunrise, 1916
Estate of Georgia O'Keefe 



wet the area you'd like to paint with
water.

Using a small hint of cwaterolour
from your set put it onto the
painting where youd like it to be.
Keep your paint watery.
Allow your colours to blend into
each other. 

. 

 MAK ING BLENDS

Watercolours shoulld be 'watery,'
thin colours. 
We can use a technique called 'wet
on wet' when we use our
watercolours. The card is wet with
water and then, when you introduce
the paint on the brush, it spreads.
This makes the colours blended and
blurred. 

This picture is blurred. What colours
can you see?

USING WATER COLOURS

Sponge
Watercolour Paints
Card for painting your
final peice on after
planning your painting.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Exploring the Rainbow

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint.
Some water for cleaning your brush.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

How many new colours do you
make when you blend?

EXPLORE ADD ING

COLOURS
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How many colours can you
 see?

Can you see the edges of the colours?

TH IS  PA INT  IS  BLENDED
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Now pick your favourite colours to use in your
painting.

Artists use
sponges or big

brushes to do this
making large
pictures, even

mops!!

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Try making blends with blue
and yellow that create greens...

Try making blends with
blue and red that create

purples

Try making blends with
yellow  and red that

create oranges. 



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?

Choose your favourite colours? 
Think about skies at sunsets and sunrises? Google some if you
like for inspiration.

 Plan a painting of a sky here. . . . . 

. . . .  just a rough sketch, just to get your 
ideas out of your head and on paper.



Can you paint a cloud on
this sky using blends?

What colours will you use?

Remember to share your work to ...

TSSYoung Artists


